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Only an extraordinary person
would purposely risk being outsmarted by
a creature often less than twelve inches long,
over and over again.

FEBRUARY
Wednesday,
February 9, 2022

CLUB MEETING
Elks Lodge

1775 West Chandler Blvd.
Chandler, Arizona 85224
Chit-Chat & Dinner: 6:00

Meeting/Guest Speaker: 7:00

FLY FISHERS
INTERNATIONAL

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

I have many loves and Fly-Fishing is one of them; it brings peace and harmony to my being, which I can then pass on to others.
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President's Notes: February 2022...
Hello my fishy friends! My first thought is to thank the board for stepping up while I was under the weather for the presentation in January,
I am sad that I missed Eds presentation, as I love the areas he fishes! My
second thought is to thank the membership, thanks for you participation
and involvement in the club meetings, classes, and outings!
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2022
Desert Fly Casters Board
of Directors & Committees Serving The Improvement and Unification of
Our Membership and the
DFC Trout Bum Nation.
Mike Faulkinbury
Active DFC President
Mike Reis
Active DFC Vice President
& Monthly Raffles
Marie McClearn, Secretary
Valerie Staller, Treasurer
Rod Buchanan
Membership

As we move out of January into February in the valley of the sun, we
should see fishing in the urban waters pick up a bit! Longer days, a little
boost in the water temp should be able to invite some better fish activity.
The high country will be bit more finicky as temps and weather will cause
some short openings for comfortable fishing, but weather and wind seem
to change on their own! I suspect that the Colorado river area and some of our closer lakes in the
salt river chain and lake pleasant will have some nice fishing as well! So, enjoy a little sun light and
70-degree weather while we can, and let us know how you do, you can email fishing reports to
me for the monthly presentation @ live2flyfish@gmail.com.
One of our outings as you will notice has been moved from February to March; the Danish casting games. This will be a great event, we will have pretty big raffle put on as well as some eats,
and of course casting! As with previous messages I want to give some form of encouragement to
develop a new skill or improve and existing skill, seems like the perfect time to make a pitch to
get better at casting! I don’t know the exact number between improved casting and improved
catching, but I am going to venture to say they track together, closely. The value of casting could
be a letter in itself, so to keep me from rambling I will encourage this, us the casting games to
improve you current casts, or learn a few new ones! Three cast that have helped me become a
more effective angler are the reach cast, pile cast, and improvement my roll cast!
Again, Thanks for all you do!
Best regards
Mike
Mike Faulkinbury-DFC Acting Pesident • live2flyfish@gmail.com
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"If fishing is interfering with your business,
give up your business."
Alfred W. Miller

DFC All Better Together Fly Fishing Club
OUR DFC CLUB MEETINGS ARE BACK!

WEDNESDAY • FEBRUARY 9, 2022

Our club speaker this month will be Rocky Point Guru...

VINCE DEADMOND

Catch Vince... He'll fill you in on one of our club's
favorite an' easy destinations to fish!
ELKS LODGE
1775 West Chandler Blvd. • Chandler, Arizona 85224
Chit/Chat at: 6:30
Meeting and Club Speaker at: 7:00
WE'RE
GETTIN'
BACK
TOGETHER
AS A CLUB!

MASKS ARE OPTIONAL
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2022 Membership Drive is on!

....Renew and Receive one ticket for a Dave Weaver Fly Rod
It’s time to renew your annual DFC 2022 Membership:

$35 Individual • $350 Life Time | Renewals or New Members get 1 ticket...
2 tickets for NEW Lifetime membership for the Dave Weaver Fly Rod drawing
in April. All Lifetime Members will automatically receive 2 tickets- each year!
2022 Dave Weaver Fly Rod: 8' 3/4 weight • 7pc rod - Tuck this travel rod away with you while hiking
back for those hard to reach streams in Arizona. Smooth action and sensitive to the touch, crafted for many hours of pleasure.

BONUS PLUS!!
JANUARY
BROOKS
CK
DIWHITING
SADDLE
FEATHERS

Each month an added drawing for all who renew!
FEBRUARY
7/8
FLY REEL

MARCH

1/2 DOZ.
HAND CRAFTED
BASS POPPERS

APRIL

DAVE WEAVER
7.6 ft • 3/4 wt
FLY ROD

Get in on the “monthly” added drawing for that extra little something from the DFC Board knowing you're
special keeping the club together during these troubled times. Each month there’s a drawing for those who
renewed during that month. Here’s the BONUS PLUS!! Your name will automatically be entered into the next
months drawing, and then the next month. You’ll have a chance to keep winning...there will be one winner each
month! Everyone has a chance to win along with the Dave Weaver Fly Rod in April.
For those who prefer pay by check:

Fill out Annual Membership Form found in this newsletter, attach your payment and mail.

DFC makes it easy to pay your dues....Just click on the link below. We are now PAYPAL!
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=HT2QMP9NY4VNW

DFC link to purchase Lifetime Family Membership Dues for $350...Click link below:
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=9LS44D7GYS63J

To go fishing is the chance to wash one's soul with pure air, with
the rush of the brook, or with the shimmer of sun on blue water. It
brings meekness and inspiration from the decency of nature, charity
toward tackle-makers, patience toward fish, a mockery of profits and
egos, a quieting of hate, a rejoicing that you do not have to decide
a darned thing until next week. And it is discipline in the equality
of men - for all men are equal before fish."
Herbert Hoover

Join us, fly fish with us...

DESERT FLY CASTERS
All Better Together
FLY FISHING CLUB
Isn't it the club members that give it life?
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Although I fish the Colorado River a lot, our
stretch is a tailwater below Lake Granby.
The headwaters in RMNP, however, are
freestone and, therefore, native and wild.
As the west entrance to RMNP is only a short
drive away, I took a guided trip there. Here's
the fishing report:

A Day
On The
Colorado
Headwaters

...with Larry D. Gallegos
relaw@msn.com

You don't really go to Rocky Mountain National Park for trophy trout, although I'm
sure there are a few. However, if you're (a) longing for fresh air, sunshine, and
beautiful scenery, (b) satisfied catching small but colorful brookies, browns, cutthroats and rainbows, and (c) worried that your 3 and 4 weight rods are feeling
neglected, then RMNP should be on your agenda.
I've lived in Colorado since grad school but only fished in RMNP a few times. To
remedy that oversight, I hired Davis Elliot, a guide from Sasquatch Fly Fishing
(http://www.sasquatchflyfishing.com/), and asked for a "tour" of the headwaters of
the Colorado River. We met at the Grand Lake entrance to RMNP where I grabbed my
3wt and 4wt, wadered-up and jumped in Davis's pickup.
We started near the top of Trail Ridge Road at Poudre Lake. Although the parking
lot was packed, we were the only fishermen on the lake. A few fish were rising but
were a long cast for my 7 1/2-foot 3 weight. As the lake has a muddy bottom, wading out was not an option. But a few fly changes was all it took for brookies to
eagerly find my hook. In my opinion, any fish would want to eat the beautiful, and
tiny, dry flies Davis ties. I probably got a hit every 5 or 6 casts and hooked up
about half that often. (My excuse: It's hard to set the hook with so much line out.)
On the plus side, some of the largest brookies of the day were caught at Poudre
Lake, with several in the 10-to-11-inch range. Still, we left after about an hour
with 5 or 6 fat brookies to the net. As I said, I really wanted to concentrate on
the upper Colorado.
Next, we stopped at the Colorado River Trailhead lot. From there, we hiked upstream on a well-worn trail. The first 200 yards or so were steep and strenuous but it
quickly leveled out. After about a mile, we cut across a marshy meadow and through
a few trees to our destination, the mighty Colorado.
This high up the Colorado is only 15 to 20 feet wide and ankle to mid-calf deep.
It is heavily treed, meaning accurate casts - and back casts - are a must. But it is
also shady and cool and full of fish. I found brookies from 6 to 9 inches in nearly
every bend and plunge pool. I also scored a couple of cutthroats. One or two took
a dropper but most of them hit a small Yellow Sally or even smaller Comparadun.
We worked our way upstream quite a way, finding fish everywhere. I could spend many
happy days exploring the wooded confines of the upper Colorado. But as this was a
"tour" and it was getting close to lunch hour, Davis decided it was time to leave.
After lunch we headed downstream where the river valley widens, deep forest gives way to lush meadows and the Colorado River grows deeper and wider. Above Onahu
Creek we walked through waist-high grass to the river. Again, it was nothing but
dries . . . but I bet a bead head nymph with a worm dropper would have worked, too.
Here we used larger flies including a #16 Puterbaugh Caddis and the always reliable
#18 Parachute Adams. To be safe, however, we usually hung one of Davis's tiny dries
off the rear. I wonder if I can hire him for some fly tying lessons? The fish were
larger here as a rule, and better fighters. I caught several of the ever-present
brookies along with a few bows and my one brown of the day.
As the expected afternoon clouds and rain rolled in, we headed for the pickup. I
noticed several other cars stopped along that stretch of road. Were they watching
us? Nope! Looking back, Davis pointed out a moose in the exact spot where we'd just
been fishing. We gaped at the beautiful sight along with rest of the crowd.
There are many miles of the Colorado River I still need to explore in the deep,
dark forests of RMNP. Given my recent experience, all I can say is, "challenge
accepted."

The traveler fancies he has seen the country. So he has, the outside
of it at least; but the angler only sees the inside. The angler only
is brought close, face to face with the flower and bird and insect
life of the rich riverbanks, the only part of the landscape where the
hand of man has never interfered."
Charles Kingsley
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Check Out
What is in
the Stream
to Know
What Fly
to Use...

As a kid, I had a real skill in catching crayfish with my bare hands. Back then, I didn’t
think too much about the other critters besides crayfish and fish that were in the creek until a chance
encounter with an old-timer while my Dad and I were fishing for smallmouth bass.
We weren’t even getting a bite, while we watched this guy with a well-worn baseball cap catch
smallmouth after smallmouth a little further downstream. We asked him what he was using and he
told us that the ticket to smallmouth bass was hellgrammites. When I told him I didn’t know what they
were, he took off his ball cap and reached into his wet, curly hair and pulled out one to show me.
I was immediately impressed with the pincers on these critters, and thought the guy was nuts to
have them in his hair; but I couldn’t argue with his success. That was probably my first awareness of the
aquatic insects in a creek, and how fish loved them.
I began to pay more attention to the bugs in the riffles and under rocks, which coincided with my
introduction to fly fishing by my uncle when I was about ten years old.
My interest in aquatic insects continued. I always took time to see what the bug-life was like. My
love for fish and fishing, and my growing interest in aquatic insects led me on the path of a degree in
fisheries biology. While I veered from that course after I got my degree, and instead went into teaching
and school administration, in my retirement that love for aquatic insects surfaced again.
When my wife and I retired to Payson, I had regular access to several great little trout streams that
took me right back to my childhood. Their brushy, small nature and loads of aquatic insects reminded
me of my boyhood creek and resurfaced my curiosity about the insect communities in my new home
waters.
The two streams that I fish most often are Tonto Creek and the East Verde River. I began to notice
that I did better with flies in the 14-18 range on Tonto Creek, while flies in the 12-14 range worked
better on the East Verde River. My thoughts went to the bugs, and I hypothesized that there must be a
difference in the size distribution in the two streams.
I set up a sampling plan on Tonto Creek, the East Verde, Upper Christopher Creek, and Horton
Creek. The bugs in all four streams were similar, but their distribution was markedly different.
When I did this informal study, Upper Christopher had by far the highest percentage of caddisflies
and stoneflies of all four creeks. The Horton Creek bugs arranged themselves in a bi-modal distribution of either large aquatic damselfly and dragonfly nymphs, or black fly larvae as the dominant bugs
I encountered in my sampling.
You can flip the pantyhose net and pour
water through it into the dishpan to view
the movement of the bugs in the dishpan to
help you imitate bug movement with your
artificial fly.

Hester-Dendy aquatic macro-invertebrate
artificial substrate sampler. I deployed them
in similar habitat in all four creeks in my
study for 6 weeks of time in the water. The
results are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

by
Jim Strogen

Jim Strogen, Writer/Columnist Life on the Fly
Payson Roundup Newspaper
Catch Jim at: jimstrog@gmail.com
photos by: Jim Strogen
Black fly larvae on a rock in Tonto Creek

While the simplest way to do a fast assessment of bug
life is to turn over several rocks in a riffle, I am demonstrating how I can also sample a creek for aquatic critters
with panty hose over a landing net. It works well for
bugs in the creek as well as adults when the net is wet.
By kicking the rocks upstream of my net, I get a good
variety of aquatic insects quickly.
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Tonto Creek had a large number of mayflies, both swimming
and clinging varieties, as well as a lot of black fly larvae and mostly
smaller caddisfly larvae. The East Verde had many more swimming
mayflies, and a lot of net-spinning caddisfly larvae that tended to
be bigger than the bugs on Tonto Creek.
As part of my after school elementary and middle school fly
fishing program, I collect bugs from Tonto Creek for the kids to
look at, categorize, and create data charts to learn about the aquatic insect distribution in the creek. I bring them samples from the
riffle, pools, runs, and the edges that include grasses and wood.
By looking through these samples, the kids determine the most
productive parts of the stream, and where certain types of aquatic
insects are more likely to be found.
The middle school group did such a sampling analysis a couple years ago and about 85% of the sample were swimming mayflies in the size 14-16 range. A few weeks later, I taught a session
with them on trout external and internal anatomy and I included
stomach content analysis as part of the lesson.
I rarely keep my fish, but I do for occasions like this. It turned
out the creek had changed significantly between the bug sampling and my fishing trip. The water was high, cold, and quite clouded from a recent snow storm.

When the kids saw the stomach contents, they were initially
surprised that it wasn’t loaded with mayfly nymphs, but instead
filled more with cranefly larvae, caddisfly larvae, and other larger
aquatic insects. Once they understood what the stream conditions
were when I caught the trout, it began to make sense to them based on their previous analysis of where certain bugs where found
in the creek.
They postulated that more of the bigger bugs that are along
the edge of the stream got knocked into the stream as the water
rose. They also offered that perhaps these larger insects were easier for the trout to see in the tougher water conditions, and that
their larger size made them more worth the effort for the trout to
move from protected water in the cold, turbulent stream to come
out and grab them.
That kind of thinking about aquatic insects and trout will certainly set them up for success on the stream for years to come. You
don’t need to know the insect names, but your awareness of their
size, shape, color, movement and what dominates the streambed
will help you be more successful on future fishing trips.

Figure 3. Upper Christopher Creek
samples included many cased caddisfly
larvae while Horton Creek samples
included dragonfly and damselfly
nymphs as well as black fly larvae.

Figure 2. Samples from Tonto Creek and the East Verde River showing
comparative samples. Notice how the Tonto bugs are generally smaller
than the East Verde bugs.
Stomach contents from the trout
caught during high water conditions.
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DFC Club EDUCATION for 2022...
Rod Building
NOTE: We have one more class for rod building as
we did not finish on the 29th. February 5th.
Location to be at Redden Construction, Inc. office.
4131 E. Wood Street. Phoenix

Catch Dave at: dweaver16@cox.net • (480) 495-2983
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Beginning Fly Tying
Beginning tying is firm with classes Feb. 8,10,15,17, and 22nd. Dates are reserved at McQueen Activity Center.
Times 7 to 9 Intermediate tying now is firm with it being at 5:15 before the club meetings. McQueen currently is
not an option and it will be most likely at our office if we add one. Individual instruction blurb is great. Typical class
starts with tools and simple flies (wooly bugger, midges, nymphs) and progresses to traditional dry flies. The club
has vices and tools that can be checked out and will provide material for tying 6 to 10 of each of the patterns.

Intermediate Fly Tying

Education committee is considering several options for intermediate tying. We can restart the 4th Wednesday
sessions at McQueen, or could do a 5 – 6 night session on Tuesday/ Thursday similar to beginning tying or could
do something a couple hours before the regular meeting at Elks Lodge. To sort it out, there will be a sign-up sheet
starting at the December meeting with options. In any case, we will provide patterns and material lists as part of the
newsletter.
Individual tying instruction was another request that came out of the questionnaire in November meeting. The most
likely case would be to hold these an hour or so before the regular meeting unless that time is a conflict. Stop by the
tying table at the meeting to discuss this further.

Questions?
Catch: Tom Horvath, DFC Educational- mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com • (602) 768-7280
Catch: Bob Harrison, FlyTying - Harrn7963@aol.com • (480) 735-9743

PHWFF Hits the ground running in 2022!
The Phoenix program of Project Healing Waters Fly Fishing got off to a busy
start in 2022. We started off with volunteer meetings to plan this year’s activities including education, fly tying, casting and of course fishing trips. We had
a great turnout of veterans and volunteers, but the fish stayed home at our first
outing of the year to Steele Indian School Park. We didn’t let that put a damper
on the mood of the day with everyone having a great time. Our All-Hands meeting was well attended where we laid out our activity plans for the coming year.
Everybody is ready to get out and put some fish in the net! We have changed our
monthly education meetings from classroom-based activities to outdoor events
to help reduce the risk of Covid infections, become more hands on and to have
the activities in various locations around the valley to ease some of the travel distances for the veteran participants. The first 2 events were a resounding success.
We have also started our education program at the VA Hospital through their
Adaptive Sports program. This is our first education program at the VA in 2
years due to the pandemic and there has been a strong response to the program

which lasts for 6 weeks. In the past, these semi-annual programs, have resulted in many long-term veteran participants
in our Phoenix, Gilbert, and Surprise programs.
Our national program headquarters is experiencing some
changes in leadership as well as regional managers and coordinators. These changes are expected to have minimal impact on our local program but whatever they may be, our
focus will always be to provide a healing environment for
our disabled veteran participants and a meaningful experience for our volunteers through the sport of fly fishing.
If you would like to learn more about our program, please
catch me at: richbs67@outlook.com or at 480-268-4297.
Rich Simmons, Phoenix Program Lead, Project Healing Waters
Fly Fishing

DFC CLUB MEETINGS ARE BACK! • WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2022
ELKS LODGE
1775 West Chandler Blvd. • Chandler, Arizona 85224
Chit/Chat at: 6:30
Meeting and Club Speaker at: 7:00
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DFC Outings
2022
Notes
& Updates...

A M ES:
DAN IS H G 2022
Sat. M ar 5,

1. Big Lake trip moved to May 20-22 since all of the June
weekends were booked. Valerie Staller has already
booked the May 20-22 dates.
2. May Lee's Ferry trip crossed out; replaced by Big Lake
3. Boulder Cove at Canyon Lake added for June 11
4. Looking for a host for the May Big Lake trip
5. Need some suggestions for an August outing.
Questions/Comments? Catch: Joe Staller at:
joestaller@yahoo.com

Start penciling these on to your 2022 calendar!

February 26, 2022 Salt River Outing

photo: Gentry Smith

Date:

Saturday, February 26, 2022 • 9:00 AM till 12:00 Noon
Assistance for beginners will be at 9:30 AM
Location: Meet at the Bluepoint Bridge parking area on the lower
Salt River • Look for the DFC and TU signs and banners.
Target Species: Sonoran suckers, rainbow trout, largemouth
bass, carp and sunfish
Needed Gear: Standard 3-6 weight fly rods, with a floating line.
Strike indicators will be useful. Water should be shallow, so you
could get away with wet wading or hip boots, but feel free to
bring your waders.

Flies: The Sonoran suckers will take any small to medium size
nymph (size 12-14), with Zug bugs and size 12 Simi seal leeches
being some of our favorites. Standard trout and bass flies will also
be useful.
Other information: This is a joint outing with the local Zane
Grey Trout Unlimited chapter. Both organization are asking our
members to pick up some trash as part of the event. We will have
coffee and donuts. You will need a Tonto Pass for this event.
For more information, Catch: Mike Frank
mike13frank@gmail.com • cell: 480-980-2475

DFC All Better Together Fly Fishing Club
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Don't miss this....Always a Club favorite!

DFC Annual Danish Casting Games
PLU

S!

Fly Tying Contest • Club Auction • BBQ Lunch

Saturday, March 5, 2022 • 8:00 AM to 1:00 PM
Gilbert's McQueen Park

Located on... McQueen Road between Guadalupe and Elliot. Look for us on the west side of the
pond that's directly behind the community center. Use the McQueen Road entrance and parking lot.

Cost: Free

DFC Members Only • Note: Membership available on site.
Host: Dick Brooks • gdubby77@gmail.com • 480-203-9634

Please, RSVP in advance and include "Danish Games" in the subject line.
The Danish Casting Games is a longtime club favorite featuring a series of fly casting obstacle that are set up
similar to a miniature golf course. Each game promises to challenge veteran fly casters, but is also a great
teaching tool for new fly anglers. IFFF Certified Casting instructors will be available to help casters complete
each game and explain how they relate to real-life fishing situations. Members are welcome to participate
competitively or non-competitively-it's all about having a good time.

Items to bring:

• Sunglasses/eyeglasses • Hat • Sunscreen • Drinking water
• Fly rod/reel/line/leader (loaner equipment available upon request)
Join us, fly fish with us...

DESERT FLY CASTERS
All Better Together
FLY FISHING CLUB

Desert Fly Casters

•

Fly Tying Corner
February 2022 Flies of the Month
Egan’s Head Stand
Hook: #08-12 Tiemco 245 • Thread: Tan or Cream UTC 70
Eyes: Silver Medium Beadchain Eyes • Tail: Natural Fox Hair
Body: Rust or Brown Hareline Dubbing • Body2: Brown or Grizzly
Brown Rooster Cape • Rib: Small Copper Wire
Legs: Orange Barred Speckled Crazy Legs or Sili Legs
Throat: Peacock Sword • Head: Orange Ice Dubbing or STS Trilobal

Balanced Simi Leech
Hook: Standard Wire Jig hook long Size 12 • Thread: 6/0 – 8/0 Olive
Wrap full length of shank. • Bead: Embroidery Pin and Orange Tungsten Bead
Tie pin in on top of hook with bead extended bead width ahead of eye.
Glue with Zap a Gap after wrapping
Tail: Marabou – Light Olive on bottom. Brown Olive on Top (fly rides inverted)
Tie in darker first behind end of pin. Tie in lighter color at same place as dark.
Lateral Line: Pearl Krystal Flash-- Tie in 2 strands down each side - Tie in
Dubbing Loop and fill body to the pin.
Body: Arizona Mega Simi Seal dubbing – Dark Olive. --Put dubbing into loop
and spin. The brush out loose ends. - Advance thread to behind bead - Wrap the
dubbing brush toward eye. Add one wrap up the pin. The add more dubbing using
pinch • Whip finish ...Use Velcro brush to pull out fibers . Optional colors: Olive,
Black, Purple and white

Peacock Sword Nymph
Hook: Standard Nymph 2XL size 10 to 18. • Thread: To match body.
Bead: Tungsten to match hook • Tail: 4 peacock swords.
Body: Ostrich herl choice of color. • Hackle: Any soft hackle feather.

For more information, send email to Bob Harrison harrn7963@aol.com or call/ text to 480 735 9743.

Isn't it the club members that give it life?

DFC Club Tying classes for Winter 2022
Intermediate Tying: will be held at Elks Lodge prior to the meeting. Bring material to tie your fly
of choice. We will set up to tie around 5:30. There will be Tiers demonstrating flies from Tying Corner
and answering questions (and maybe a story or two about their use and the big one that was caught
using it). Imagine an appropriate disclaimer here on the validity of guarantees of catching monster
fish. This is a fishing club meeting.

Beginning Tying:

There will be someone available to help beginners tie their first flies or to explain and demonstrate
techniques at the meeting. Space has been reserved at Gilbert McQueen recreation center for Beginning tying. Classes will run from 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm on Tuesday, Feb 8 (night before regular meeting), Thursday Feb 10 (night after regular meeting. Tuesday Feb 15, Thursday Feb 17 and Tuesday
Feb 22. McQueen Recreation Center is located at 510 N Horne, Gilbert. Check that your GPS brings
you in from east side of recreation center. Some have reported coming in off of McQueen to park at the soccer fields. It can be a challenge to get
back to car in the dark.

QUESTIONS?

Catch: Tom Horvath, DFC Educational- mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com • (602) 768-7280
Catch: Bob Harrison, Fly Tying Harrn7963@aol.com • (480) 735-9743

Desert Fly Casters

Seneca Lake Outing

Saturday, April 16, 2022

Meeting Time: 8:00 a.m. at the Lake • Meeting Location: Seneca Lake • Max. # Attendees: No limit
Directions: The lake is on the San Carlos Indian Reservation off HWY 60 just before the Salt River Canyon. From the valley, head east on US 60.
Drive through Globe, and turn left on US 60/77 just past the McDonalds. After approximately 32 miles, the Lake will be on your left, just before
you start your descent into the Salt River Canyon. It is poorly signed—we saw one sign on the right ~1/2 mile before the turnoff. After the turnoff, bear somewhat to the left, we will meet at the one concrete launch ramp. (There is a maze of roads back there. See the map.) DON’T FORGET
TO BUY YOUR PERMITS WHILE IN GLOBE.
Fish: Trout, bass, sunfish • Fishing strategy: The most effective
approach would be to fish from a kick boat, kayak or float tube.
Tackle: Rod Wt(s) • 3 wt-6 wt • Line: floating, intermediate, sinking
Leader: 9 ft., 4-5X • Tippet: 4-5X
Hook sizes: Your favorite bass, trout and sunfish patterns should work.
Wooly buggers, leeches, hare’s ears, pheasant tails, and small rubber leg
patterns should all work. Throw in some Clousers or other streamers for the bass, and you should have it covered. Other gear: Waders •
Sunscreen • Float Tube • Pontoon Boat • Kayak Personal Flotation
Device • Polarized sunglasses • Lunch, snacks, drinks.
Comments: You need to have a San Carlos fishing permit and an annual habitat stamp—both are available in Globe at the Circle K, located 1 mile past (East)
the US-60 turn off, on the left (North) side of the road, 2011 E Ash St, Globe, AZ
85501. The day use permit is $10, and the annual habitat stamp is $5. You will
also need a USCG–approved wearable life jacket—
The San Carlos folks have been known to check for this.

Hosted Outing Leader: Mark Sokol • Phone: 480-216-4164 • Email: mesokol@msn.com

"And finally, I fish not because I regard fishing as being
terribly important, but because I suspect that so many
of the other concerns of men are equally unimportant,
and not nearly so much fun."
John Volker

DFC All Better Together Fly Fishing Club
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Fly- Fishing
Terms
Here are
20 fly-fishing terms,
defined by
Silvio Calabi,
author of
The Illustrated
Encyclopedia
of Fly-Fishing,
(Henry Holt & Co., 1993).
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nger color
to hang
Cree: A mot tled gi
fly fishermen like
at
th
s
et
dg
ga
l
al
Danglies: sm
from their vests
a type of dr y fly
Salmon Fawning:
kled fly
r
Flymph: a soft-hac
t the size of a finge
ou
ab
h,
fis
by
ba
a
Fingerling:
ather
s at the base of a fe
Flue: the soft fiber
a hook
Gape: the bite of
tion for
ngest loop connec
ro
st
e
th
t:
is
Tw
e
ir
Hay w
om a
tying wire to a fly
a feather, usually fr
of
rb
ba
al
du
vi
di
Herl: the in
ostrich plume
peacock’s tail or an
ooks
orn to wade into br
w
s,
ot
bo
p
hi
:
rs
Hippe
jaw
and streams
a trout or salmon’s
of
d
en
e
th
on
th
Kype: a grow
ok
e upward like a ho
that makes it curv
hereby an
dream scenario w
e
th
:
ch
at
H
e
th
g
te Matchin
t imitation of wha
ac
ex
an
er
at
w
e
angler puts on th
is emerging
ver aquatic insect
es long
, usually 5 to 8 inch
Parr: young salmon
a gurgling
fly that produces
e
ac
rf
su
of
pe
ty
a
Popper:
er
d through the wat
h
noise when twitche
e “last rites” to a fis
th
er
liv
de
to
ed
Priest: a club us
ased
that won’t be rele
trout
form of the brook
Salter: the sea-run
out
name for brook tr
te”
Square Tail: a nick
y fly meant to “ska
dr
g
in
at
flo
gh
hi
Skater: a type of
gamef ish
across the water
re used to draw a
lu
or
it
ba
ss
le
ok
Teaser: a ho
stance
to within casting di

Useful information from the mind of "Doc" I. B. WISDOM...Noted chronicler of sorts

Desert Fly Casters
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"Rivers and the inhabitants of the watery elements
are made for wise men to contemplate."
Izaac Walton

DFC
MISSION STATEMENT

Keep the flame and passion of Fly Fishing alive for 2022.

OUR DFC CLUB MEETINGS ARE BACK!
WEDNESDAY • FEBRUARY 9, 2022
Join us with Guest Speaker: Vince Deadmond

To advance the sport of fly
fishing in Arizona through
education, conservation and
community outreach efforts
by:

• Providing Education classes

and clinics on fly fishing, fly
casting, fly tying, rod building
and other associated skills

• Committing to conserve,
restore, and enhance local
and regional fisheries

•

Making fishing
approachable, enjoyable and
safe in family friendly
environment

• Promoting responsible angling practices

FEBRUARY 26, 2022
SALT RIVER OUTING

Joint outing: Desert Fly Casters & Zane Grey Trout Unlimited Chapter
Host: Mike Frank at:mike13frank@gmail.com • cell: 480-980-2475

MARCH 5, 2022
DANISH CASTING GAMES

Host: Dick Brooks, at gdubby77@gmail.com • 480-203-9634

APRIL 16, 2022
SENECA LAKE OUTING

Host: Mark Sokol • Phone: 480-216-4164 • Email: mesokol@msn.com

Quick Tip..

Are the felt soles of your waders worn out? Replace them with scrap
outdoor carpeting cut to size, cleaned thoroughly and glued on
with waterproof epoxy. The carpet provides as much traction as felt,
will outlast it and absorbs less water. Scraps can also be purchased
at home-improvement stores for next to nothing.

Join us, fly fish with us...

DESERT FLY CASTERS
All Better Together
FLY FISHING CLUB

